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WHAT IS MEMORIE?

Enable Yourself To Think Faster,
Learn Smarter, and Remember Better
Memorie is a collection of 18 engaging mobile games that helps train the different
cognitive functions of our brains. These fun and engaging mental exercises seek
to enhance five cognitive skills in attention, memory, decision-making, spatial
awareness, and cognitive flexibility.
Paired with the Neeuro SenzeBand or SenzeBand 2, the Memorie app ensures
an accurate way of tracking and training brain fitness by calculating the user's
cognitive score, in addition to Game scores.
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TRAIN AND ENHANCE COGNITIVE SKILLS

Sharpen Your 5 Cognitive Skills
Attention is the ability to concentrate on important things that matter at
any given time. Attention and brain training games encourage players to
gain a longer attention span to process new concepts and complete daily
tasks with more ease.

Memory is important for storing and retrieving information. Brain exercise
improves aspects such as working memory. Working memory can be
thought of as a mental sticky note that helps keep tabs on information
until the need to use it for thinking, comprehending, and problem solving.

Decision making is gathering information and assessing the right choices.
By training logic and reasoning skills, we can make more mindful decisions
by organising relevant information and outlining alternatives.

Spatial ability refers to the ability to understand, reason and remember the
spatial relations among objects or space. Spatial training is relevant for
daily tasks like driving, using maps, and even exercising or playing sports.

Training cognitive flexibility lets you efficiently shift your attention between
one task and another. One example is switching between reading
instructions from a cook-book and preparing the meal.
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ASSESS YOUR SKILLS

An Assessment to Gauge
Your Current Cognitive Abilities
Users can take an assessment to ascertain their current cognitive abilities
(Attention, Memory, Spatial and Decision Making and Cognitive Flexibility). This
test will allow the application to understand, track, and cater a training program to
the individual's cognitive abilities.
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION

Recommended Training Program
After taking an assessment, a user can take the recommended training program.
This will require to pair with the Neeuro SenzeBand or SenzeBand 2 as the
programs are designed to provide a brain-training regime with a pre-determined
set of games to play daily. Users can determine the intensity that they want with
the training.
To ensure users are progressing efficiently, Memorie has a built-in guide to
assist users to understand their performance and recommends the next step.
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PERFORMANCE TRACKING

Track and Understand
Your Overall Performance
Overall Performance records the user’s progress for each cognitive skill category
based on the games played. Users are also able to track their level of performance
over time.
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Contact Us
We take pride in our ability to change the lives of the people and create business
opportunities. Partner with us today! Scan this QR code to get in touch now.

